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Commodity producers never fail to face such price fluctuation risks of raw materials
and semi-finished products. The price fluctuations of current international crude oil,
ore, copper, aluminum and other commodities, as well as prices climbing of recent
domestic gasoline, cotton, grain and other commodities all cause enterprises suffering
from severe price risk. This paper intends to deal with the commodity price volatility
risk by using futures hedging method, which means the purchase and sale of commodity
futures. In addition, Futures hedging research will be conductive to enlarging the
hedgers group, developing futures market, accelerating market maturity level, providing
more reasonable value strategy for hedgers and improving its risk management ability.
The current hedging theory optimizes hedging strategy from different angles,but
there are very few literatures which discuss futures hedging considering trading costs
and loss of opportunity for Margin. This paper looks into the actual operation process
in futures market trading, analyzes the practical operation of transaction costs and
margin system in futures hedging trading, and then establishes static and dynamic
futures hedging considering the cost of the hedging. This article is divided into four
chapters, chapter one is the introduction; chapter two analysis and compares the static
futures hedging; chapter three researches the dynamic hedging; and chapter four is the
conclusion and prospect of this paper.
This paper focuses on the following models:first, from the perspective of psychol-
ogy angle, hedgers have different attitudes towards the profit and loss of the risk, thus
we can create downside risk measure hedging, which could flexibly select the earning















significant loss, we can establish hedging model of constraint condition on great loss
control under hedging cost, by using partial degree. Due to the reality of the futures
market regulatory constraints, such as the lack of varieties of futures but still request
for its quality and scale, we should expand the application of the hedging through
establishing combined hedging strategies considering the hedging cost. In the actual
market, the information which hedging strategies based on is changing with time, This
leads to the optimal hedge ratio should not be a constant,but should be dynamic.
This paper establishes a dynamic multi-futures hedging strategy by quoting dynamic
programming method, which has been verified in the practice on its outstanding
advantages in revenue.
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